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We report converged quantum total integral reactive cross sections for the reaction F+H,+HFt H, for initial rotational states 

jl=O and I, using a time-dependent method. Our results are compared to classical results and to the experimental results of 
Nemnark et al. Strong quantum effects are found in the threshold region for both initial states; i.e. in the dependence of the 

reaction on initial state for low energies. The classical results agree better with experiment than do the quantum results; this 

appears to be due to errors in the potential used. 

The reaction F+ H,+HF+ H is viewed as the fun- 

damental prototype of a highly exoergic rearrange- 
ment collision [ 11. It has received extensive atten- 

tion by experimentalists employing the most modern 
and powerful techniques; viz. molecular beams [ 2,3 ] 
and infrared chemiluminescence [ 41. The most de- 

tailed experimental study of this reaction is that of 

Neumark et al. [ 3 ] who reported crossed molecular 
beam studies that determined state resolved, angular 

distributions as well as state resolved and total in- 

tegral reactive cross sections. These experimental re- 
sults have stood as a challenge to theoreticians since 

their publication in 1985. Here we present the first 
comparison of converged quantum mechanical total 
reaction cross sections, including bothj, =O andji= 1 

reactant molecules, to the experimental results of 
Neumark et al. [ 31. We also compare the quantum 
results against quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) re- 

sults for a range of energies. Two aspects of this sys- 
tem of great interest are the dependence of the re- 

action cross section on the initial rotational state of 
Hz, and the rapid rise of the total reactive cross sec- 
tion in the threshold regime. It is this region of col- 

lision energy which dominates thermal reaction rate 
constants, which are of prime interest in chemical 

kinetics. 

Until recently, only approximate methods were 
capable of yielding complete cross sections for three- 

dimensional collisions for comparison to experi- 

ment. Recently, however, 3D quantum scattering 

calculations for this reaction have been reported for 

the total angular momentum state b=O [ 51, using 

the potential surface M5 due to Muckerman [ 61, and 
for J= 0 [ 71 and J= O-2 [ 81, using the potential T5A 

due to Truhlar and co-workers [ 91 #l. The latter, a 

modification of the M5 surface, is generally consid- 

ered to be the most accurate surface available. MS 
was calibrated by means of QCT calculations of re- 

action rates [ 51. T5A incorporates additional ab in- 
itio calculations and in addition, some approximate 
thermal rate constants for calibration against exper- 
iment. The T5A surface was calibrated using varia- 

tional transition state theory [ lo]. It differs signif- 
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icantly from M5 in both the F+Ha and HFtH 

arrangements. Due to an early barrier, it is the for- 

mer region that most strongly determines the reac- 
tive cross section. Our calculations use the T5A 
surface. 

For the quantum calculations, we solve the time- 

dependent Schrijdinger equation using techniques 

discussed in detail in refs. [ 11,12 1. The collision is 
treated within a rotating (body) frame [ 13 ] where 
the wave function can be written as 

(1) 

Here R is the (mass-scaled) scattering distance be- 

tween F and the H2 center of mass, r is the (mass- 

scaled) vibrational distance for Hz, y is the polar an- 

gle between the scattering vector R and the diatom 
vector r. We expand the angular coordinates in terms 
of the Wigner rotation matrices and spherical har- 

monics; (0, 9, 5) are the Euler angles relating the 

body- and space-fixed coordinate systems; 8 is the 
projection of both Jand j along the body frame z axis; 

(n,, jo, m,) label the initial HZ vibrational, rota- 
tional, and magnetic quantum numbers. Eq. ( I ) de- 
scribes a wave packet close coupled in rotational 

states [ 131 but using a grid in r. For a more efficient 

representation in the vibrational coordinate, we break 

[ into two parts [ 141. The first describes the wave 

function in the asymptotic reagent arrangement and 
is expanded in the ro-vibrational basis Qnj( r) of the 
Hz diatomic; the remaining part represents the por- 

tion of the wave packet which leads to reaction 

~(Rrt~jSU)~P,~(Rrt~jSZJ)t(l-P,)~(Rrt~jS2J) 

= 5 y(RtlnjQJ)$,(r) tX(RrtIjL2.f) . 
II=, 

P, are projection operators to the (few) open ro-vi- 
brational states in the asymptotic Ft H2 arrangement 

This procedure great/y enhances the efficiency of the 
wave packet propagation, since the grid part is now 

restricted to the small region, denoted by IN, where 

the atoms are strongly interacting and reaction may 

occur. Coupled equations for q and x are obtained by 
the projection operator approach [ 14 1. In order to 

make our grid in r, in the region IN, as small as pos- 
sible, we employ a negative imaginary arrangement 

decoupling complex potential (NIADP) of strength 

Vr for rI < r< rI + ArI such that the wave packet reach- 
ing this region is absorbed [ 151. The propagation in 

time uses the Chebychev expansion of the time evo- 

lution operator [ 161. The FFT technique is used for 
evaluating spatial derivatives [ 17 1. We calculate en- 

ergy resolved total reaction probabilities from the 

time-independent scattering wave function [ 121 ob- 
tained by Fourier transforming the wave packet from 

the time to the energy domain [ 18,191, 

c(RrEljS2J)a 1 dtexp(iEt/~)i(RrtIj~~) . 

The calculation of the time to energy Fourier trans- 
form is performed accurately and efficiently by a 
method based on the Chebychev expansion [ 191. The 

total reactive probabilities are determined by cal- 
culating the flux of [(RrEI jLU) along the line r=rI 
[ 14,151. 

The quantum cross sections were obtained using 

parameters given in table 1. The region IN is defined 

by R,,,, R,,,, rmin. and r,,,,,, using a total of NR x N, 
grid points. The R range for q extended out to RE. 
As we only represent the wave packet in the initial 

arrangement coordinates, the Hz symmetry implies 

that only even (odd)-j states need be included for 

ji= 0( 1). We found rapid convergence with respect 
to L! The basis for rl is denoted by (n, j). The total 

Table 1 
Parameters for the quantum calculations 

R,,,,=UA, ~,,,=o.oA, N,=54, R,,=18.2A 
r ,,=s.oA, r,,,=0.2A, N,=50 
~r,=?.sA, V,=O.OSeV 

j,,= 42 , i,,,= 0, Aj=2, forj,=O 

j,,,= 43, j,,,,,=I , Aj=2, forj,=l 
&,=a, J&,=2, j,=O, Q=O 
sl,,.=O, Q-=2, j,=l , sZ,=O 
Q,,,,,=O, Q,._,=3, j,=l, Q=l, (+)-combination 
Q,,,= 1 , &,,=3, ji= I , Q,=l , (-)-combination 

(n,j)=(O,O), (0,2), (0,4), (0,6) , i=O 
(n,i)=(O, 1 h (0,3), (0, 5), (0,71 , j,=l 
t ,=5~1O-‘~s, Af=10-‘4~ 
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propagation time was t,,,, with time increments At. 

Flux calculations were made at r=2.0 and 2.1 A to 

test convergence. The initial packet had a width of 
u= 0.4 A and was centered at R,,itial= 6 A. A separate 

wave packet was propagated for each J, and initial 
ro-vibrational states n,=O, ji=O or 1, 51, =0 or 1, 
symmetry even or odd. Each propagation yielded re- 

action probabilities over the energy range 
E,i,=0.315 eV to E,,,,,=O.64 eV. We included re- 

sults up to &,,= 24, which yields converged cross 
sections, accurate to I%, up to a total energy of 0.46 
eV for j, = 0 and slightly higher for ji = 1. The QCT 
results were obtained by standard techniques [ 201 

using 5000 trajectories at each energy and for each 
ji, and are accurate to about 3%. 

In table 2, we compare the quantum and QCT to- 

tal reaction cross sections for H2( b= 0, ji= 0). The 
QCT results lie substantially below the quantum re- 

sults in the threshold region, with the difference be- 

coming progressively smaller at higher energy. The 

quantum results should exceed the QCT results in 

the threshold region, since at the total energy 0.325 

eV, and even at the higher total energy of 0.350 eV, 
there may be significant reaction via “corner cut- 

ting” tunneling. In table 3, we compare the degen- 
eracy averaged quantum and QCT results for 
H2( Ui=O, ji= 1). The degeneracy average involves 

averaging over the initial projection quantum num- 

bers and symmetries, In this case, the difference is 

Table 2 

Classical versus converged quantum total reaction cross sections 

for j, = 0 

E,,,,, (eV ) Classical a> (A2) Quantum bJ (A’) 

0.325 0.39~0.05 1.509 
0.350 2.16f0.09 3.102 
0.375 3.21?rO.l3 4.033 
0.400 4.17fO.17 4.506 
0.425 4.53f0.17 4.780 
0.450 5.13t0.17 5.123 
0.475 5.51 kO.18 5.507 c’ 
0.500 5.65f0.18 5.636 ” 

a) Classical cross sections based on 5000 trajectories were calcu- 

lated at each energy. The 0.325 and 0.350 eV cross sections 

were obtained with h,,,= 1.50 and for higher energies 
b,,, =2.0. Error bars are twice the standard Monte Carlo sam- 

pling error. 

bJ Quantum results include contributions up to J,,,_= 24. 

‘) Not completely converged with respect to the sum on J. 
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Table 3 

Classical versus converged quantum degeneracy averaged total 

reaction cross sections for j,= I 

~,,,~ (W Classical ‘) (A’) Quantum b, (A*) 

0.325 0.86 i 0.07 0.722 

0.350 2.57k0.14 1.611 

0.375 3.65k0.16 2.774 

0.400 4.3350.17 3.966 

0.425 4.95+0.17 4.669 

0.450 5.44kO.18 5.089 

0.475 5.55kO.18 5.289 ” 

0.500 5.8Si0.18 5.383 ‘t 

a) See footnote a) of table 2 b,,,=2.0 A except 0.325 cross sec- 

tion which had b,,, = I, 5 A. 
‘) Quantum results include contributions up to J,,,,,=24. 

c) Not completely converged with respect to the sum on totai J. 

the QCT cross sections are larger than the quantum 

cross sections, even at the energy of 0.325 eV. This 

suggests that for the QCT, the rotational energy, and 

also possible the zero-point vibrational energy are too 

readily available to increase the translational energy, 
leading to spuriously enhanced reactivity. Compared 

to j,=O, the QCT results for ji= 1 are a little larger 
than the QCT results for ji = 0 except for the lowest 
energy 0.325, in which case they differ by a factor 

greater than two. The quantum results for ji= 1 are 
much smaller than the quantum results for ji=O un- 

til about 0.400 eV. A similar dependence on j, was 

found on the M5 potential for QCT calculations 

[ 6,2 I 1. This is related to the fact that the T5A and 

M5 surfaces are most alike in the Ft H, arrange- 

ment. The experimental results were interpreted as 

showing a larger reactivity for ji = 1 than for j; =O [ 31. 

Table 4 gives a comparison of quantum, QCT, and 

experimental total reaction cross sections. This is the 
first such comparison possible for any highly ex- 

oergic reaction involving three asymptotic arrange- 
ments. The comparison is for normal hydrogen, n- 

Hz, The populations in the experiment [ 31 are ap- 

proximately 20% H2 (j=O), 75% Hz (j= l), and 5% 

Hz (j= 2 ). We have quantum results for j, = 0, 1, and 
have simulated the experiment with a 25% H2 (j= 0) 

and 75% Hz (j= 1) mixture. QCT results were ob- 
tained forji=O, I, 2. Only relative cross sections are 

available experimentally, and we have normalized 

the QCT results to equal experiment at the highest 
energy, where one expects the QCT to be at its best. 
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Table 4 

Experimental total reaction cross sections compared to classical and quanta1 results for n-H2 

1 February 1991 

E,,,, (eV) 25%/,=0,75% ji= 1 Classical 

20% j,=O, 

classical quanta1 75% j,= I, 

5% J, = 2 

0.08 3.42 ‘I 2.41 =) 2.91 a’ 

488 c’ 354 c’ 424 c’ 

10.4% e, 19.9% 4.1% 

0.11913 4.35 4.12 4.33 

620 ‘) 605 ‘) 617” 

0.8% 3.2% 1.3% 

0.14870 4.93 4.79 4.93 

703 d’ 703 d’ 703 d’ 

a) Units in A2. b, Arbitrary units. ‘) Results obtained by (703/0~,,=,, ,4870) x o,,. 

d, Results at the highest translational energy are normalized to equal experiment. 

Experiment 

=2O%j,=O, 

=75%j,=I, 
z 5%ji=2 

442 b1 

625 

703 

c, Percentage error relative to experiment. 

Both QCT and quantum results agree with experi- 
ment at the middle energy, with QCT agreeing 

slightly better. However, the results at the lowest en- 

ergy show strong differences, with QCT closer to ex- 
periment. This probably reflects the fact that the bend 

potential of the T5A surface in the approach F+H2 

region is similar to M5, which was tuned to exper- 
imental rate data using QCT. The fact that the quan- 

tal cross sections differ significantly from QCT and 
experiment indicates that the T5A potential energy 
surface is not accurate and that calibration or tuning 

of a potential using QCT methods, or other approx- 
imate dynamics, may lead to serious errors in the 

potential u2. 

Finally, we recently learned of a time-independent 

quantum calculation [ 231 of state-to-state and total 

reactive cross sections for Ff HZ, also using the T5A 
potential, but only for ji = 0. Those authors’ total in- 

tegral reactive cross sections forji = 0 agree with ours 
to within 1% for total energies below 0.46 eV. 
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